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Congratulations on your purchase of an Americas Heat Biomass/Corn furnace.
The 100,000 BTU model was the first biomass furnace to be listed by Underwriters
Laboratories.  The U.L. listing is your assurance of a safe and quality product.  In 2006,
we introduced the 170,000 BTU model.

As convenient fuels become more expensive and less abundant, biomass fuels
become a very attractive and viable alternative heat source.  In these times of high energy
costs, it makes sense to use a heat source that utilizes a resource that is readily available
and cost effective.

LMF Manufacturing believes that there is no substitute for safety and quality.
You can place confidence in that your Americas Heat Furnace will serve your heating
needs now, and for years to come.  We ask that you follow our policy of…"safety first"
when installing and using your Americas Heat furnaces.  We strongly advise you to read
the owners manual before installing and operating your furnace.

Your Americas Heat furnace is a viable alternative heat source specifically
designed for residential and small commercial applications.  Proper care of this appliance
should result in many years of service and comfort.  An annual checkup by a competent
service technician is recommended.

If you have any problems, questions, or concerns, please contact your nearest
Americas Heat dealer or contact LMF Manufacturing Co., Tech Center, located at 900
Park Ave., Woolrich, PA  17779.  Tel No:  570-769-7775.  Please furnish the Americas
Heat serial number, which is located on the front panel of the furnace.
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PLEASE READ ALL INFORMATION ON
THIS PAGE BEFORE INSTALLATION

1.  This appliance must be installed in accordance with local codes.

2.  Installation is to be performed by a qualified installer, according to federal, state
and local codes.

3.  Maintain adequate minimum clearances to combustible materials. (See page 5)

4.  Install in an area with adequate air for combustion and ventilation - 60 cubic feet
per minute (cfm) minimum.

5.  Do not connect this unit to a chimney flue serving another appliance.

6.  Disconnect all power to the unit before performing routine maintenance or
service.  Before servicing, allow the furnace to cool.

7.  Establish a regular service and maintenance schedule for efficient and safe
operation.  Have a qualified service person perform tasks you are not familiar
with.

8. Caution: Children and adults should be alerted to the potentially high surface
temperatures of the burner door.  Keep children away!

9. Danger: Risk of fire or explosion.  Do NOT burn gasoline, oil, garbage, or other
flammables in this appliance.

10. Do not place clothing or other flammable materials on or near this appliance.

11. Ashes should be placed in a metal container with a tight fitting lid.  The closed

container of ashes should be placed on a non-combustible floor or on the ground,
well away from all combustible materials pending final disposal.  If the ashes are
disposed of by burial in soil or otherwise dispersed, they should be retained in the
closed container unit until all clinkers have thoroughly cooled.

12. Use only U.L. approved furnace filters. (Filters included)
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UNPACKING AND SET UP

1. After removal of shipping materials, remove the furnace from the pallet by removing the
three shipping screws securing the furnace to the pallet. One (1) screw is accessible by
removing the filter door.  The remaining two (2) are removed from under the pallet.
Remove auger motor assembly and furnace assembly package from Burn Pot door.

Furnace Assembly Package includes:
1-Fuel Delivery Coupler                             1-Barometric Draft Control

 1 - Self Tapping Bolt                                 1- Hopper Hardware Bag
3 - Wire Nut connectors  2- Wooden Handles

2. Insert burner auger assembly into burner auger tube and secure assembly with self
tapping bolt using hole provided in burner auger tube.  (See Figure 1).

3. Remove cover from auger motor.   Fasten flex conduit extending from the electrical box to
furnace auger motor housing using conduit lock nut.  (See Figure 1)   See Step 4 under
storage bin set up for wiring procedures.

4. Slide wooden handles on door handle and heat exchanger.
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STORAGE BIN

1. After removal of shipping container, position storage bin on storage bin base, at desired
angle for installation.  For bolt together - fabricated metal hopper stand, see page 16.

2. Install auger assembly by sliding auger boot (with clamp) over bin outlet; align elbow on
bin auger tube directly over furnace fuel inlet.  Tighten auger boot clamp securely.  It is
advisable to install two sheet metal screws (not supplied) thru the clamp, auger boot, and
into the hopper bin outlet to insure a permanent connection.  Install fuel delivery coupler
between bin auger tube and furnace fuel inlet.

3. Fasten flex conduit extending from storage bin auger assembly to furnace auger motor
housing using conduit lock nut.

4. Connect one black auger motor lead to the two orange wires with wire nut connector.
Connect the other black auger motor lead to the two white wires using wire nut connector.
(See Figure 1)
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I he Chlmney dratt should never exceed .04 in. water column.  On extremely tall chimneys or on
chimneys larger than 6" diameter, it may be necessary to install a 2nd barometric regulator or to reduce the
outlet opening on the chimney to approximately 28 spare inches or both to maintain the required .02 - -04
in, water column draft.

The Americas Heat furnace can be installed on a combustible floor if a non-combustible material is
placed directly under the ash removal door and chimney connector. The mat is to extend at least 16" in
front of and 8" to each side of the ash removal drawer and 2"  either side of the chimney connector. INS'iTALLING

TYPE B-C

DHST~TION AND ADIUSIMEHT - See seclions on
control locations and collar installation.

Insert the draft control  into ttre collar. The lronl face of
the mntrol must be plumb.  The beating surface muet
be level whether  the control is on a horizontal, vediml.
or sloping Ilue pipe. Use a spirit level.  plumb and level
accurately. Secure the control in the collar by tighten- ing the
clamping screws. If  the collar is not  supplied  byField, the control may be held in  place  by small
bolts  or sheet metal screws so lomted as not  to  inter-
fere with the nlovement of the gate.
VERTICAL FXUES - The control 1s shipped lor  instal-
lation in a vertical flue. The adjustment weight  should  be

In tha  rioht  hand slot  when vou lace  the  control.-
See Figure 2.
HORIZONTAL FLUES- For  horizontal  flues,  remove
the weight  from the right hand slot and attach it  to the
left hand slot as shown in Figure 2.
CONTROL LOCATIONS - The  control  should  be  lo-
cated as close  as possible to a  furnace or  boiler and

positioned  as shown in  Figure 1. It  should be
18" from

a stack  switch  and at least 18" from a combuslible
ceiling or wall.  Do  not locate in a  room separated
from  the appliance.
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ADJUSTING THE CONTROL - Set  the  control  to
maintain as low a draft as will give good combustion
and meet  the requirements  lor heut. Turn the adjust-
ment  weight  counter-clockwise  to loosen, then slide
in slot to the proper position and tighten. The bracket
is marked 2, 4,  6  and 8,  which indimtes draft settings
of .02". .04", etc. (These are druftn in flue adjacent to
control, not  over-fire drafts.)

Fig. 1
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OPERATION

After the burner has been lit and operating temperature has been reached (See burner
lighting page 8) you need only to set the thermostat to the desired temperature.  The thermostat
will turn the furnace bin auger motors and combustion blower, on and off, to sustain the desired
temperature.

A typical furnace cycle would be:

1. Thermostat activates fuel feed system, feeding the burner with fuel. (HIGH FIRE).

2. Heat builds up in the furnace activating the fan switch, which in turn starts the furnace
blower.

NOTE:
The furnace blower on the Model 620-9 has (3) speeds.  Low (red wire #3), Medium (blue
wire #2) & High (black wire #1) The AH-100 is shipped from the factory on the Medium
speed.  Blower speed may be changed by accessing the 4 in. x 4 in. electrical junction box
on the side of the furnace.  Change blower speeds by disconnecting the yellow furnace
wire from the current speed wire and reconnecting it to the desired speed wire.
Disconnected lead must be insulated using the wire nut removed from desired speed wire.

The furnace blower on the AH 170 has (4) speeds. High (Black wire); Medium High (yellow
wire); Medium low (Orange wire); Low (red wire) Blower speed can be changed by
accessing the other wires behind the left side air filter.  Disconnect the black to black wire
and reconnect to the desired colored wire using existing wire nut.

3. When the thermostat setting is satisfied, the thermostat will shut off the fuel feed system.

4. The furnace timer will activate the auger and dispense a specified amount of corn to
sustain burner fire.  (LOW FIRE) Timer is factory set at two (2) minutes ON and six (6)
minutes OFF. (This is a suggested setting - actual setting can be varied with user
experience.)

5. Furnace blower will continue to run until heat is removed from furnace, then turns off.

CLINKER BUILDUP

The AmericasHeat furnaces feed corn into the bottom of the burner, therefore creating the
most efficient fuel CONSUMPTION.  The residual ash and clinkers are then spilled over the top of
the burner ring, falling into the ash pan below.  This process essentially cleans the burner
chamber.

CAUTION: If the furnace is installed in an unsuitable application, causing the furnace to
run on high fire for extended amounts of time, clinkers can form resulting in furnace inefficiency.

The clinkers that stick to the side of the firepot must be loosened with a furnace poker (provided)
and are moved manually with furnace tongs or the clinkers could render the furnace inoperative.



INITIAL SETTINGS

See Automation Correct Corn-trol Manual.

Thermostat is preset at factory according to the model and auger motors. The
AH-170 can be set to run at a lower btu with an adjustment to the thermostat settings.

MAINTENANCE

Daily

1.  Inspect burner.  Clinkers will be pushed out of the top of the burner as fuel is
augered into the burner.  Clinkers that appear to be stuck to the side of the burner
should be wiggled loose.  Large clinkers that may appear must be manually
pushed over the top of the burner with a furnace poker or equivalent tool.

2.  Check corn or pellet level in holding bin for adequate supply.

Weekly

1.  Check contents of ash drawer and empty as needed.  Ashes should be placed in a
metal container with a tightly fitting lid.  The closed container ashes should be
placed on a non-combustible floor or on the ground, well away from combustible
materials pending final disposal.

2.  Pull flue scraper all the way out and push back in, this maintains the efficiency by
removing ash from the heat exchanger tubes.

3.  Check filters.

Monthly

1.  Replace filters.

Annually

1.   Remove and inspect all chimney pipe connections; clean out ash build up.

2.   Clean, oil, and inspect all blower and auger motors.
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Model BM 620-9
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Model AH 170

REPAIR PARTS
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Model AH-100
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REPAIR PARTS Model AH-170

KEY# PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
1 A-4040 ASH PAN
2 2200 WOODEN HANDLE
3 2220 DOOR HANDLE
4 1960 5/16 X 3/8" SHOULDER BOLT
5 2000 5/16" LOCK WASHER
6 2020 1/4" NUT
7 A-4180 BURNER DOOR
8 6460 DOOR TRIM
9 6440 ASH DRAWER TRIM

10 A-6040 FURNACE FLOOR
11 6220 FRONT PANEL
12 5050170 BLOWER HOUSING
13 6280170 BLANK SIDE PANEL (LEFT OR RIGHT HANDED FURNACE)
14 6240 RIGHT SIDE PANEL (AUGER HOLE ON THE RIGHT SIDE)
15 6260170 LEFT SIDE PANEL (AUGER HOLE ON THE LEFT SIDE)
16 6160170 UPPER FURNACE TOP
17 6400 TRIM RING
18 3030170 REAR PANEL
19 6420 AUGER HOLE TRIM
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Model AH-170 Plenum Installation

The model AH-170 can be used in conjunction with an existing furnace or as a
standalone unit. If incorporating it with a return air system, a return air plenum must be
built. The size of the plenum opening can be up to 21" x 21" square. Before installing
the plenum, the air filters and filter rack may be removed. Notch out the area where
the conduit and wiring run into the top blower housing box.  Attach the plenum and
install an inline filter.
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Please see Corn-trol Instruction Manual for Wiring Schematic.



WARRANTY INFORMATION
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Corn Furnace:  Model AH-100_____
Corn Furnace:  Model  AH-170 _______
Corn Boiler:      Model  AHB -100 _______
Corn Boiler:      Model  AHB -170 _______

Please enter the requested information in order to have your Part (s) processed.  If
part(s) are covered under warranty, please complete the form below and return this
form along with the defective part within five (5) days.  If defective part is not
returned within the allotted time, your credit card will be charged.

Full Name of Buyer: __________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________

City: ________________________________________________________

State: _______________________________________________________

Province: ____________________________________________________

Zip Code: ____________________________________________________

Country: _____________________________________________________

Phone: _______________________________________________________

E-Mail Address: _______________________________________________

Place of purchase: _____________________________________________

Date of purchase: ______________________________________________

Unit Serial Number: ____________________________________________

Replacement Part: _____________________________________________

     PLEASE RETURN TO:

LMF Manufacturing
900 Park Ave

Woolrich
Lock Haven, PA

17745
Tel:  570 -769 -7775
Fax:  570 -769 -7741
www.americasheat.com
lmf@americasheat.com


D:20050930192109- 04'00'
D:20101229114043- 05'00'
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THE AMERICAS HEAT FURNACES 

  February 2010   
Congratulations on your purchase of an Americas Heat Biomass/Corn furnace. 
The 100,000 BTU model was the first biomass furnace to be listed by Underwriters 
Laboratories.  The U.L. listing is your assurance of a safe and quality product.  In 2006, 
we introduced the 170,000 BTU model. 
As convenient fuels become more expensive and less abundant, biomass fuels 
become a very attractive and viable alternative heat source.  In these times of high energy 
costs, it makes sense to use a heat source that utilizes a resource that is readily available 
and cost effective. 
LMF Manufacturing believes that there is no substitute for safety and quality. 
You can place confidence in that your Americas Heat Furnace will serve your heating 
needs now, and for years to come.  We ask that you follow our policy of…"safety first" 
when installing and using your Americas Heat furnaces.  We strongly advise you to read 
the owners manual before installing and operating your furnace. 
Your Americas Heat furnace is a viable alternative heat source specifically 
designed for residential and small commercial applications.  Proper care of this appliance 
should result in many years of service and comfort.  An annual checkup by a competent 
service technician is recommended. 
If you have any problems, questions, or concerns, please contact your nearest 
Americas Heat dealer or contact LMF Manufacturing Co., Tech Center, located at 900 
Park Ave., Woolrich, PA  17779.  Tel No:  5707697775.  Please furnish the Americas 
Heat serial number, which is located on the front panel of the furnace. 
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PLEASE READ ALL INFORMATION ON 
THIS PAGE BEFORE INSTALLATION 

  1.  This appliance must be installed in accordance with local codes.   

  2.  Installation is to be performed by a qualified installer, according to federal, state   
and local codes. 

  3.  Maintain adequate minimum clearances to combustible materials. (See page 5)   

  4.  Install in an area with adequate air for combustion and ventilation - 60 cubic feet   
per minute (cfm) minimum. 
 

  5.  Do not connect this unit to a chimney flue serving another appliance.   

  6.  Disconnect all power to the unit before performing routine maintenance or   
service.  Before servicing, allow the furnace to cool. 
 

  7.  Establish a regular service and maintenance schedule for efficient and safe   
operation.  Have a qualified service person perform tasks you are not familiar 
with. 

  8.   
Caution
: Children and adults should be alerted to the potentially high surface 
temperatures of the burner door.  Keep children away! 
 

  9.   
Danger
: Risk of fire or explosion.  Do 
NOT
 burn gasoline, oil, garbage, or other 
flammables in this appliance. 
 

  10. Do not place clothing or other flammable materials on or near this appliance.   

  11. Ashes should be placed in a metal container with a tight fitting lid.  The closed   
container of ashes should be placed on a non-combustible floor or on the ground, 
well away from all combustible materials pending final disposal.  If the ashes are 
disposed of by burial in soil or otherwise dispersed, they should be retained in the 
closed container unit until all clinkers have thoroughly cooled. 

  12. Use only U.L. approved furnace filters. (Filters included)   
2 
UNPACKING AND SET UP
1. 

  After removal of shipping materials, remove the furnace from the pallet by removing the 
three shipping screws securing the furnace to the pallet.  One (1) screw is accessible by 
removing the filter door.  The remaining two (2) are removed from under the pallet.    
Remove auger motor assembly and furnace assembly package from Burn Pot door. 

         Furnace Assembly Package includes:   

         1-Fuel Delivery Coupler                             1-Barometric Draft Control   
 1 - Self Tapping Bolt                                 1- Hopper Hardware Bag 
3 - Wire Nut connectors  
 2- Wooden Handles      
2. 

  Insert burner auger assembly into burner auger tube and secure assembly with self 
tapping bolt using hole provided in burner auger tube.  (See Figure 1).   
3. 
Remove cover from auger motor.   Fasten flex conduit extending from the electrical box to 
furnace auger motor housing using conduit lock nut.  (See Figure 1)   See Step 4 under 
storage bin set up for wiring procedures. 
4. 
Slide wooden handles on door handle and heat exchanger. 
3 
STORAGE BIN
1. 
After removal of shipping container, position storage bin on storage bin base, at desired 
angle for installation.  For bolt together - fabricated metal hopper stand, see page 16. 
2. 

  Install auger assembly by sliding auger boot (with clamp) over bin outlet; align elbow on 
bin auger tube directly over furnace fuel inlet.  Tighten auger boot clamp securely.  It is 
advisable to install two sheet metal screws (  
not supplied
) thru the clamp, auger boot, and 
into the hopper bin outlet to insure a permanent connection.  Install fuel delivery coupler 
between bin auger tube and furnace fuel inlet. 
3. 

  Fasten flex conduit extending from storage bin auger assembly to furnace auger motor 
housing using conduit lock nut.   
4. 
Connect one black auger motor lead to the two orange wires with wire nut connector.  
Connect the other black auger motor lead to the two white wires using wire nut connector.  
(See Figure 1) 
4 
I 
he 
Chlmney 
dratt 
should never exceed .04 in. water column.  On extremely tall chimneys or on 

  chimneys larger than 6" diameter, it may be necessary to install a   
2nd 
barometric regulator or to reduce the 

  outlet opening on the chimney to approximately 28 spare inches or both to maintain the required   
.02 
- 
-04 
in, water column draft. 
The Americas Heat furnace can be installed on a combustible floor if a non-combustible material is 

  placed directly under the ash removal door and chimney connector.  The mat is to extend at least 16" in 
front of and 8" to each side of the ash removal drawer and 2"  either side of the chimney connector.   
INS'iTALLING 
TYPE 
B-C 
DHST~TION 
AND 
ADIUSIMEHT 
- 
See 
seclions 
on 
control 
locations 
and collar installation. 
Insert the draft control  into 
ttre 
collar. 
The 
lronl 
face of 
the 
mntrol 
must 

  be  plumb.  The   
beating 
surface 
muet 

  be level whether  the control is on a horizontal,   
vediml. 

  or sloping   
Ilue 

  pipe. Use a spirit level.  plumb and level   

  accurately. Secure the control in the collar by tighten-  ing the clamping  screws. If  the collar is not  supplied  by   
Field, 

  the control  may  be held  in  place  by   
small 
bolts  or sheet metal screws so 
lomted 
as not  to  inter- 
fere with the 
nlovement 

  of  the gate.   
VERTICAL 
FXUES 
- 
The control 
1s 

  shipped lor  instal-   

  lation  in a vertical flue. The adjustment weight  should  be   
In 
tha  rioht  hand slot  when 
vou 
lace  the  control. 
- 

  See Figure 2.   
HORIZONTAL FLUES 
- 
For  horizontal  flues,  remove 
the weight  from 
the 

  right hand slot and attach it  to the   

  left hand slot as shown in Figure 2.   
CONTROL 
LOCATIONS 
- 
The  control  should  be  lo- 

  cated as close  as possible to a  furnace or  boiler and  positioned  as shown in  Figure 1. It  should be   
18" 
from 

  a  stack  switch  and at least   
18" 
from 
a 
combuslible 
ceiling 
or wall.  Do  not 
locate 

  in  a  room   
separated 
from  the appliance. 
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ADJUSTING 
THE 
CONTROL 
- 
Set  the  control  to 

  maintain as low a draft as will give   
good 
combustion 
and meet  the requirements  lor 
heut. 
Turn the adjust- 
ment  weight  counter-clockwise  to 
loosen, 
then slide 
in 
slot 

  to the proper position and tighten. The bracket   

  is marked 2, 4,  6  and 8,  which   
indimtes 
draft 
settings 
of 
.02". 
.04", 

  etc. (These are   
druftn 
in 
flue 
adjacent 
to 
control, not  over-fire 
drafts.) 

  Fig.  1   
YllUl 
OPERATION 

  After the burner has been lit and operating temperature has been reached (See burner   

  lighting page 8) you need only to set the thermostat to the desired temperature.  The thermostat 
will turn the furnace bin auger motors and combustion blower, on and off, to sustain the desired 
temperature.   
A typical furnace cycle would be: 
1. 

  Thermostat activates fuel feed system, feeding the burner with fuel. (HIGH FIRE).   
2. 
Heat builds up in the furnace activating the fan switch, which in turn starts the furnace 
blower. 
NOTE:   
The furnace blower on the Model 620-9 has (3) speeds.  Low (red wire #3), Medium (bluewire #2) & High (black wire #1) The AH-100 is shipped from the factory on the Mediumspeed.  Blower speed may be changed by accessing the 4 in. x 4 in. electrical junction boxon the side of the furnace.  Change blower speeds by disconnecting the yellow furnace 
wire from the current speed wire and reconnecting it to the desired speed wire.  
Disconnected lead must be insulated using the wire nut removed from desired speed wire. 

  The furnace blower on the AH 170 has (4) speeds. High (Black wire); Medium High (yellow 
wire); Medium low (Orange wire); Low (red wire) Blower speed can be changed by   
accessing the other wires behind the left side air filter.  Disconnect the black to black wire 
and reconnect to the desired colored wire using existing wire nut. 
3. 
When the thermostat setting is satisfied, the thermostat will shut off the fuel feed system. 
4. 
The furnace timer will activate the auger and dispense a specified amount of corn to 
sustain burner fire.  (LOW FIRE) Timer is factory set at two (2) minutes ON and six (6) 
minutes OFF. (This is a suggested setting - actual setting can be varied with user 
experience.) 
5. 

  Furnace blower will continue to run until heat is removed from furnace, then turns off.   
CLINKER BUILDUP
The AmericasHeat furnaces feed corn into the bottom of the burner, therefore creating the 
most efficient fuel CONSUMPTION.  The residual ash and clinkers are then spilled over the top of 
the burner ring, falling into the ash pan below.  This process essentially cleans the burner 
chamber. 

  CAUTION:  If the furnace is installed in an unsuitable application, causing the furnace to   
run on high fire for extended amounts of time, clinkers can form resulting in furnace inefficiency. 
The clinkers that stick to the side of the firepot must be loosened with a furnace poker (provided) 
and are moved manually with furnace tongs or the clinkers could render the furnace inoperative.                  
INITIAL SETTINGS
See Automation Correct Corn-trol Manual. 
Thermostat is preset at factory according to the model and auger motors. The AH-170 can be set to run at a lower btu with an adjustment to the thermostat settings.  
MAINTENANCE
Daily

  1.  Inspect burner.  Clinkers will be pushed out of the top of the burner as fuel is   
augered into the burner.  Clinkers that appear to be stuck to the side of the burner 
should be wiggled loose.  Large clinkers that may appear must be manually 
pushed over the top of the burner with a furnace poker or equivalent tool. 
 

  2.  Check corn or pellet level in holding bin for adequate supply.   
Weekly

  1.  Check contents of ash drawer and empty as needed.  Ashes should be placed in a   
metal container with a tightly fitting lid.  The closed container ashes should be 
placed on a non-combustible floor or on the ground, well away from combustible 
materials pending final disposal. 

  2.  Pull flue scraper all the way out and push back in, this maintains the efficiency by   
removing ash from the heat exchanger tubes. 
 

  3.  Check filters.   
Monthly

  1.  Replace filters.   
Annually
1.   Remove and inspect all chimney pipe connections; clean out ash build up. 
 
2.   Clean, oil, and inspect all blower and auger motors. 
10 
*** IMPORTANT ***
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Model BM 620-9 
11a 
12 
Model AH 170 
REPAIR PARTS 
12a 
Model AH-100 
15 
REPAIR PARTS
Model AH-170
KEY#
PART NUMBER
PART DESCRIPTION
1
A-4040
ASH PAN
2
2200
WOODEN HANDLE
3
2220
DOOR HANDLE
4
1960
5/16 X 3/8" SHOULDER BOLT
5
2000
5/16" LOCK WASHER
6
2020
1/4" NUT
7
A-4180
BURNER DOOR
8
6460
DOOR TRIM
9
6440
ASH DRAWER TRIM
10
A-6040
FURNACE FLOOR
11
6220
FRONT PANEL
12
5050170
BLOWER HOUSING
13
6280170
BLANK SIDE PANEL (LEFT OR RIGHT HANDED FURNACE)
14
6240
RIGHT SIDE PANEL (AUGER HOLE ON THE RIGHT SIDE)
15
6260170
LEFT SIDE PANEL (AUGER HOLE ON THE LEFT SIDE)
16
6160170
UPPER FURNACE TOP
17
6400
TRIM RING
18
3030170
REAR PANEL
19
6420
AUGER HOLE TRIM
15a
18a 
Model AH-170 Plenum Installation 
The model AH-170 can be used in conjunction with an existing furnace or as astandalone unit. If incorporating it with a return air system, a return air plenum must bebuilt. The size of the plenum opening can be up to 21" x 21" square. Before installingthe plenum, the air filters and filter rack may be removed. Notch out the area wherethe conduit and wiring run into the top blower housing box.  Attach the plenum and  
install an inline filter. 
19a 
Please see Corn-trol Instruction Manual for Wiring Schematic.
WARRANTY INFORMATION 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 
Corn Furnace:  Model  
AH-100_____ 
Corn Furnace:  Model  AH-170 _______ 
Corn Boiler:      Model  AHB -100 _______ 
Corn Boiler:      Model  AHB -170 _______ 

  Please enter the requested information in order to have your Part (s) processed.  If 
part(s) are covered under warranty, please complete the form below and return this 
form along with the defective part within five (5) days.  If defective part is not   
returned within the allotted time, your credit card will be charged. 
Full Name of Buyer: __________________________________________ 
Address: ____________________________________________________ 
City: ________________________________________________________ 
State: _______________________________________________________ 
Province: ____________________________________________________ 
Zip Code: ____________________________________________________ 
Country: _____________________________________________________ 
Phone: _______________________________________________________ 
E-Mail Address: _______________________________________________ 
Place of purchase: _____________________________________________ 
Date of purchase: ______________________________________________ 
Unit Serial Number: ____________________________________________ 
Replacement Part: _____________________________________________ 
     PLEASE RETURN TO: 
LMF Manufacturing
900 Park
Ave
Woolrich
Lock Haven, PA  
17745
Tel:  570
-
769
-
7775
Fax:  570
-
769
-
7741
www.americasheat.com
lmf@americasheat.com
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